“FIRST® is a volunteer-driven and operated organization. Our success is a direct result of the extraordinary commitment of individuals who give their time and resources.

**FIRST volunteers include:**
- Community leaders
- Employees of corporate sponsors
- Teachers
- Parents
- University students and faculty
- FIRST Alumni and friends

**Volunteers provide help in:**
- Technology
- Teaching
- Team Support

**How can you volunteer?**
- Become a team mentor or coach
- Organize an event or program
- Help out at a competition

**Why volunteer?**
- Make a difference in the lives of young people
- Network with like-minded professionals
- Help celebrate science and technology

“I welcome the opportunity to encourage everyone I meet to get involved with FIRST® as a volunteer, a mentor, or by supporting a team. The rewards are simply too immense to summarize in words…”

» NICOLE COLLAZO, SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER II, RAYTHEON SYSTEMS

“Robotics is not just about the manufacturing of a robot, it takes community involvement and teamwork. It is not just our school’s robot, it is our town’s robot. It stretched beyond even that. The experience I enjoyed from FIRST robotics has been totally awesome!”

» OLIVER MUTTON, STUDENT, PORT PERRY HIGH SCHOOL, CANADA
GET INVOLVED!

Join or start a team in your area

■

Sponsor a team, event, or local FIRST® program

■

Become a team mentor or coach

■

Volunteer to fill over 100 roles

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT FIRST IN YOUR AREA:

www.firstinspires.org/contactus  |  (603) 666-3906  |  (800) 871-8326